
Hardware Engineering Summer Intern,
2022 - Taipei or New Taipei City

Job description

Google is and always will be an engineering company. We hire people with a broad set of
technical skills who are ready to address some of technology's greatest challenges and make an
impact on millions, if not billions, of users. At Google, engineers not only revolutionize search,
they routinely work on massive scalability and storage solutions, large-scale applications and
entirely new platforms for developers around the world. From Google Ads to Chrome, Android to
YouTube, Social to Local, Google engineers are changing the world one technological
achievement after another.

As a Hardware Intern, you will work on our core Consumer Hardware products. Depending on
your background and experience, you will be working in one of the following areas:

Material Science Engineer

As an Material Engineer intern, you’ll work closely with ID/CMF Designers/PD on materials
inspiration for new products to achieve functional, cosmetic and performance goals .Research
cutting-edge and next-gen  materials (paint and ink)  and help engineer exciting constructions
that are a core to Google’s decoration design language .

The Summer Internship program will start by the beginning of June or the beginning of July
2022. It is a 12-14 week full time intern program.

Responsibilities:

- Perform specific responsibilities which vary by project area.
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Minimum qualifications:

● Bachelor's degree in Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Material Science Engineering
and Polymer, similar Engineering field, or equivalent practical experience

Preferred qualifications:

● Master's degree in Chemistry,  Chemical Engineering, Material Science Engineering
and Polymer, similar Engineering field, or equivalent practical experience

● Experience designing tests and performing experiments to develop new materials,
and working with vendors and integration in Asia

● Knowledge of material analysis and failure analysis techniques
● Passion for materials engineering and excellent organization and project

management skills
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